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Abstract
This study points out the effect of road infrastructure improvement between 1970 and 2005/06
and the resulting change of travel time in Germany and Switzerland. Reconsidering the
interaction between the transportation system and land use, the paper contributes to the ongoing
discussion about induced travel and infrastructure capacity. The impact of highway capacity
expansion on land use has been studied worldwide focusing on urban areas. This study goes one
step further. We detect changes in suburban and rural areas by this national comparison.
The generation of a historical travel time dataset applies a method developed for Switzerland in
previous studies and is adjusted for Germany according to its political, structural and
topographical situation. The method is based on a historical network and estimated mean car
speeds on different road types varying between densely or sparsely populated areas. Travel time
matrices between all municipalities in Germany and Switzerland are calculated and validated by a
regional comparison. Three indexes are developed to detect regional effects of travel time. The
results are regionally segmented by a spatial cluster analyses named Getis-Ord’s Gi* statistics.
The spatial overview of the three travel time indexes takes into account the national and regional
level. The historical travel time dataset is successfully validated. This useful data is needed for
later investigation on commuting behaviour.
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1.

Introduction

This paper contributes to the ongoing discussion about induced travel and infrastructure capacity
reconsidering the interaction between the transportation system and land use. The impact of
highway capacity expansion on land use has been studied worldwide mainly in urban areas.
However, we detect spatial variation in rural areas by this national comparison. Impacts are
context-specific. They are e.g. depending on growing population and employment. This work
points out the effect of road infrastructure improvement between 1970 and 2005/06 and the
resulting change of travel time in Germany and Switzerland. The historical review in chapter 2
describes the general development of infrastructure and road use in Switzerland and Germany
and provides a broader context for our work.
This paper is part of to the research project “Spatial accessibility and the dynamics of commuting
in Germany and Switzerland 1970 to 2005”. The overall objective of this project is to analyse
spatially the change of commuting pattern over the past decades and to collect historical data at
the spatial level of municipalities. Moreover, we intend to prepare methods to manage large data
sets, e.g. developing indexes for national comparisons. The understanding of commuting pattern
is strongly linked to the corresponding travel times of individual and public transport. However,
appropriate historical data on municipality level did not exist. The means of historical travel time
data of individual transport are reconstructed by focusing on improvement of infrastructure and
changes in car use over the years. The modeling of historical travel time data of Germany is
presented in chapter 3.
The travel time matrices are large data sets given by the number of German municipalities
(12’302x12’302). Geographic data mining methods are applied for validating these large data
sets. Data mining methods involve the application of computational tools and a set of statistics to
reveal interesting patterns distributed across space and time. The estimated travel times are
compared to the results of Switzerland and regional differences of travel time patterns within
both countries are detected. This study applies methods of Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) implemented in ArcGIS. Chapter 4 investigates the regionalisation effects. Chapter 5
explores some first relationship between travel time and commuting behavior.
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2.

Development of infrastructure and road use in Switzerland and Germany
1970-2005

During the past decades, private vehicle traffic has changed dramatically and infrastructure for
private vehicles has been developing from a multipurpose, slow road network into a fast, singlepurpose hierarchical structured road network (Fröhlich and Axhausen, 2002)

Figure 1: Network characteristics in Germany and Switzerland 1970-2005.
Data: Verkehr in Zahlen, 2005/2006; 1991 (Germany), 1970-1990 only Old Laender, 1995-2005 current German territory, Swiss
Federal Statistical Office (Switzerland)

By 1970 about 5’900 km of motorways had been built in Germany. That is about 47% of the
current length of network (see figure 1). Whereas the construction of motorways had just started
in Switzerland (see figure 1). At that time, Switzerland possessed a motorway network about 380
km (about 27% of the current length). The total network and network load increased during the
next two decades in both countries. Since 1990, it is stagnating in Germany but still slightly
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growing in Switzerland. These effects are regulated by the motorization level of the respective
country (see figure 2).

Figure 2: Car use in Germany and Switzerland 1970-2005.
Data: Verkehr in Zahlen, 2005/2006; 1991 (Germany), 1970-1990 only Old Laender, 1995-2005 current German territory, Swiss
Federal Statistical Office (Switzerland)

The automobile was getting increasingly popular in both countries during the 1970s. However,
the kilometers driven per private car have been decreasing over the years. Generally, the
motorization level is higher in Germany than in Switzerland. Regional differences are large
within both countries. The mobilizations level and car use is higher in rural than in urban areas
today (Berger et al. 2009).
Car driving is an epitome of individual freedom and the driving performance steadily increased
over the years. Before 1970, the over land speed of main roads and motorway was unlimited.
Increasing number of accidents asked for speed limits. The controversy about this development
caused speed reductions and mandatory seat belts law. In Germany and Switzerland the speed of
5

main roads was restricted to 100 km/h at this time. In 1983, the speed limits on Swiss motorways
followed and the speed on main roads was further restricted to 80 km/h. In the former German
Democratic Republic (GDR), speed limits of 80 km/h on main roads and 100 km/h on motorways
were applied. In Germany, speed on motorways is still unlimited today, but 130 km/h are
recommended and posted in high demand areas.
The reunification of the German national territory after 1990 should be considered when
analysing German time series. The demographic, economical and political situation of the “Old”
and “New Laender” (old and new federal states) differs substantially. Additionally, data
availability for the “New Laender”, the former German Democratic Republic (GDR) is poor.
Therefore, data presented in figure 1 and 2 are based on the “Old Laender” up to 1990, and on the
reunified German territory afterwards. Methods of data collection changed for the criteria vehicle
kilometer underestimating values before 1990.

3.

Travel time in Germany 1970 - 2006

The model of historical travel times of Germany includes two complementary components
applying the approach proposed by Fröhlich et al. (2004) for Switzerland. Firstly, the network is
generated for the relevant years. This process is based on an existing German road network for
the year 2006 (Validate, PTV). This road network is of very high detail. It consists of
approximately 1’336’000 links, 570’000 nodes and 18’900 zones. The attribute year of change,
type of change (new construction, extension, or local bypass) and the number of lanes are added
for main roads and motorways. The necessary information for the “Old Laender” are collected
manually from the annually published “Strassenbauberichte” (Road Construction Reports 19712005) provided by the Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Affairs and on the basis
of different web sources (e.g. www.autobahn.online.de) for both types of Laender.
Secondly, mean speeds for different road types, main roads, and highways with two or three lanes
is estimated for the years 1970, 1987, 1999. The years correspond to the years for which
commuting data are available. For the year 2006, the travel times and network distances are
calculated with the Validate traffic model (PTV) using the VISUM (PTV). The historical
maximum speed, the traffic volume and the maximum capacity is assigned to each route type.
6

The historical mean speed for each year is estimated by considering the estimates proposed in
Erath and Fröhlich (2004) and the official German handbook of road transport infrastructure
design (Forschungsgesellschaft für Strassen- und Verkehrswesen, 2000). The estimates differ
according to the political territory (FRG or GDR) and to regional differences in settlement
structure and population density. A complete description of the specific parameters and further
work steps are documented in Killer et al. (2010). Shortest network distance is calculated using
VISUM (PTV). Travel time matrices for each year and all 12’302 German municipalities are
stored for further analysis.
A first validation step analyses the mean speed on short, middle, and long distances (see table 1).
The speed increased because of infrastructure improvement and political changing speed limits
mainly in Switzerland and in the “New Laender” for all distances in this period of time. However,
regional differences are apparent. Particularly, the speed (2006) in the “Old Laender” is low
because of increased network load for all three categories of travel distance.
Table 1: Average speed [km/h] on actual road distance
Travel

New Laender
Old Laender

Germany

2005CH/2006DE

2000CH/1999DE

1990CH/1987DE

1970 CH/DE

short

76

71

71

71

middle

93

90

88

80

long

95

94

95

84

short

89

83

70

69

middle

88

81

69

68

long

105

100

87

79

short

88

86

84

72

middle

86

83

82

76

long

88

85

90

83

distance

Switzerland

Region

Travel distance (= road network distance): short=17.5-22.5 km; middle=97.5-102.5 km; long=495.5-502.5
Data: 2000 - 2005CH: Swiss national traffic model (ASTRA) / 1970 - 1990CH: Fröhlich et al. (2004) /
2006DE: Validate traffic model (PTV) / 1970 - 1999DE: Killer and Axhausen (2010)
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4.

Regional differences in travel time

To quantify the regional differences the matrices are aggregated at the level of municipalities.
This level of spatial aggregation is adequate for visual and statistical comparisons. For validating
the indices are calculated consciously not mixed with travel demand or attractiveness variables of
the municipality.
A simple measure is the sum of all travel times ( STTi ) from one municipality to all other
municipalities of the national territory (see formula F1). The resulting figure 3 demonstrates the
best location within a country, which can be reached by all other municipalities within a
minimum of travel time. This index is a measure of centrality. In Germany, the minimal sum of
travel time is at the centre of the country close to the theoretical concept of the gravity centre. In
Switzerland, the minimal sum of all travel times shifts to the West. However, Figure 3 shows that
the arrangement of the municipalities influences this result (see the central municipality - sum of
all Euclidean distances - in figure 3). This effect can be explained by the topography of the
country. Actually, the capital of Switzerland (Bern) seems to be situated optimally.
(F1)

STTi = ∑ t ij
j

STTi
tij
j

is the sum of travel time - centrality
is the travel time between municipality i and municipality j
are all municipalities of the national territory

The next step shows an approach which eliminates the spatial effects of the territorial shape and
arrangement of municipalities within the country. The sum of travel time from municipality i to
municipality j is divided by the respective Euclidean distance and by the number of
municipalities (see formula F2) focusing on the average trip and not on the sum of all trips. This
measure describes the travel time for an average trip from origin to destination municipalities
taking into account the topography of the country. It can be interpreted as the mean connectivity
of a municipality.

8

(F2)

STTDi =
STTDi
tij
dij
n

t ij
1
∑
n j d ij
describes an average speed (inverse) from origin to destination
municipality regarding municipality structure - connectivity
is the travel time between municipality i and municipality j
is the Euclidean distance between municipality i and municipality j
number of municipalities of the national territory

2005CH / 2006DE

1970

Figure 3: Sum of travel time – thinking about centrality (F1).

For analysing the historical travel time data an index measuring the local conditions is required.
The index (see formula F3) detects travel time on the existing road network within a 60 km circle
9

around the respective municipality. The value is arbitrarily chosen to capture a reasonable region
around each municipality. However, the municipality’s sizes vary substantially. Therefore, the
index is divided by the number of municipalities which are located within the respective circle.
The resulting pattern is of rather small scale (see figure 4). This index can be interpreted as an
inverse speed measure describing the speed on an average trip what will be traveled from the
origin municipality to any destination.
(F3)

STTDi 60 =
STTDi 60
tij
d ijn
n

1
n

d ij ≤ d max

∑
j

t ij
d ijn

describes an average speed (inverse) from origin to destination
municipality regarding the network distance
is the travel time between municipality i and municipality j
is the network distance between municipality i and municipality j
number of municipalities within a circle of 60 km Euclidean distance
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2005CH / 2006DE

1970

Figure 4: Average speed (inverse) on road network – thinking about speed STTDi60, (F3).
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The visual results of the latter indexes (F2 and F3) are spatially different (see figure 4 for F3). It
is difficult to identifying significant regional differences in travel time in this figure.
For regional segmentation a method of identifying spatial autocorrelation is applied in figures 5
and 6. This method is used in data-mining practice for segmenting large datasets into groups
according to their similarity. A cluster is a collection of data objects that are similar to one
another and are dissimilar to the objects in other clusters (Miller and Han, 2009). Obviously, the
road infrastructure improvement should not only affect a single municipality, but the whole
region.
A bundle of exiting methods attempts to detect spatial clusters (Miller and Han, 2009). A popular
index of global spatial autocorrelation is the Moran’s I index. The Moran’s I of index STTDi 60
(F3) varies between 0.05 and 0.2 for the different years and two different nations. However, in
any case the likelihood is less than 1% that this clustered pattern could be the result of random
chance. However, global indexes only indicates overall clustering but cannot be used to detect
spatial statistically significant patterns in different locations. Within spatial data analysis
exploratory graphical techniques which emphasize the local nature of relationships have become
popular (Forthingham et al,. 2002). The local spatial autocorrelation statistics, including Local
Moran’s I and Getis-Ord’s Gi* are used to evaluate and map the local spatial association between
each value and its surrounding areas (Anselin, 1995).

(F4)

xj
wij
n

is the attribute value for municipality j
is the spatial weight between municipality i and j
total number of municipalities
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This category of tools examines the local level of spatial autocorrelation in order to identify areas
where values of the variable are both extreme and geographically homogeneous. The clusters are
identified by applying the local Getis-Ord’s Gi* statistic (Getis and Ord, 1992) in this study. The
Getis-Ord Gi* statistics especially identifies spatial clusters of high values “hot spots” and spatial
clusters of low values “cold spots”, comparing the local statistics to the global statistic (Longley
and Batty, 1996). The clustering is applied on the national level of Switzerland and Germany with
two different global statistics. For the 1970 the Old and New Laender could be analyses separate
detecting segmentations within the two Laender. For this study it is reasonable analysing on
national level to show segmentation between the Old and New Laender. The neighbouring rules
of surrounding values have to be defined in advance. In this study all municipalities within 60
kilometres are assumed to have a regional impact. The Gi* statistic is implemented in the ArcGIS
Hot Spot Analysis. The output from the Hot Spot Analysis tool is a Z score and p-value for each
feature. A high Z score and a small p-value for a feature indicate a spatial clustering of high
values. In contrast, a low negative Z value and small p-value indicates a spatial clustering of low
values. However, a Z score near zero indicates no apparent spatial clustering (Mitchell, 2005).
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2005CH / 2006DE

1970

Figure 5: Regional cluster of average speed (inverse) - connectivity of origin-destination municipality
(F2).

The results are visualised in figure 5 and 6. Generally, low values (blue) indicate shorter travel
times. In 2005, Switzerland is segregated into a better connected area of shorter travel time, the
lowland, and the area of higher travel times, the mountain region (see figure 5). In the 1970s, the
lowland area is divided along the “Röschtigraben” the border between the French and German
speaking part of Switzerland. In 2006, the Germanys Eastern part is a better connected area
opposite to the Western part which is mainly not significant clustered. However, two regions, the
hinterland of Hamburg and the Rhine-Ruhr area, are evident as regions of higher travel times. In
the 1970s, the clusters are generally less significant. The existing clusters are reflecting the
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restrictive speed limit in the “New Laender” (GDR) and the extended road infrastructure in the
“Old Laender” (FRG).
At small scale (60 kilometers radius) the cold and hot clusters of travel times of individual
transport on road network (see figure 5) are more significant than on larger scale (see figure 4) in
both years. The region of Stuttgart is another area of higher travel times in the 1970s. In 2005/06,
areas of higher travel times – mainly the metropolitan areas – are producing one German belt
from the North to the South. In Switzerland, the Greater Zurich area is also one of higher travel
times. These areas are characterised by increasing population density by the suburbanization
process and induced road congestion. However, this characteristic of higher travel times is
unexpectedly not significant apparent around Berlin, but the city centre is affected.
Rural areas are rather regions of low travel times today. Particularly, the Swiss situation strongly
improved according to the policy of rural development in this period (see figure 3). However,
there are also rural areas with high travel times. Those are some badly connected Swiss mountain
valleys and the German costal areas of the North and Baltic Sea. Moreover, a spot in the middle
of Germany is astonishingly high.
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2005 CH / 2006 DE

1970

Figure 6: Regional cluster of average speed (inverse) on network distance of origin-destination
municipality (F3).

5.

An outlook on the relationship of travel time and commuting

In this study one general objective of generating historical travel time data is to better understand
historical commuting behavior. Further steps aim to unravel this relationship. The daily commute
takes place within a hierarchical system of functional urban areas. The index of travel time on
road network (F3) operates on this spatial level. Analysing the relationship by an ordinary least
square (OLS) regression is not appropriate for this investigation, because of the local and global
spatial autocorrelation of the travel time variable detected in the previous chapter. The spatial lag
model and spatial error model are global models eliminating spatial autocorrelation. A
disadvantage of the global models is that geographically varying relationships not part of the
16

model structure. Therefore, results are averaged values (Fotheringham et al., 2002).
Geographically weighted regression (GWR) (Fotheringham et al, 2002) is a method that produces
locally varying parameter estimating a regression for every spatial data point. GWR is a useful
exploratory technique. Applying this method, further questions about the structures in the data
can be asked (Miller and Han, 2009). In this step a simple model (F5) estimating commuting
behavior on travel time is calculated for Switzerland (2000) and Germany (1999). By this step we
can ensure that the generated travel time data show an effect on commuting and that the results
are meaningful for future analyses.

(F5)

y(ui,vi) = β0(ui,vi) + β1(ui,vi)x1(ui,vi) + β2(ui,vi)x2(ui,vi) + ε(ui,vi)
y

is STTDi 60 the sum of travel time on road network

ui,vi

are parameters of each regression point

β0

is the intersect

β1

is the incommuting intensity, number of incommuters divided by workplaces of a
municipality

β2

is the outcommuting intensity, number of outcommuters divided by active
population of a municipality

Spatial variability of the GWR parameters is usually examined by producing a choropleth map of
each separate parameter surface and the statistical summaries for parameter estimates (local tvalues, standard residuals, local R2). These univariate maps are then scrutinized for patterns that
give an idea about the spatial behaviour of parameter values (Fotheringham et al., 2002). In this
chapter we forgo mapping the parameters results to avoid an interpretation of the travel time
commuting relationship in detail. The simple model is not adequately sophisticated for content
interpretation. However, some reasonable conclusion of this validation process is: The overall
model is significant. The local R2 is substantially higher than the global R2. The local R2 for
Switzerland is 0.5 and for Germany 0.24. The standardised residuals have large residuals in the
cities of both countries. The signs of both commuting parameters estimates are varying according
to the regional context. Further model investigation and completion of the historical commuting
dataset will be necessary to come up with significant results of the relationship of commuting and
travel time across space and time.
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6.

Conclusion

An interesting and useful historical dataset of travel time matrices could be generated. Travel time is based
on mean speed estimation because of lack of historical data. However, a realistic picture of the historical
traffic conditions of individual transport has been achieved in general. Two effects need further
investigation: Is the travel time in the Western part of Germany today effectively that low? Why is Berlin
not affected by a suburban area of higher travel time? These uncertainties could be generated by a data
bias or a scale effect of the analyses. Further investigation on the scale of urban areas will show how

commuting and land use have been affected by the change in travel time and infrastructure
improvement over time.
Generally, large national and regional differences in travel time are detected. The change in travel
time demonstrates arising metropolitan areas and their increasing connectivity over the years,
where congestion produces higher travel times. In rural areas the travel time is generally lower,
except of isolated regions in the mountains or coastal areas.
The method of visualisation of spatial clustering turns out to be an useful method for validating
large datasets. The matrices of approximately 150 million trips aggregated on 15’000
municipality (CH + DE) polygon are validateted successfully.
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